Quadratic Lyapunov functions are prevalent in stability analysis of linear consensus systems. In this paper we show that weighted sums of convex functions of the different coordinates are Lyapunov functions for irreducible consensus systems. We introduce a particular class of additive convex Lyapunov functions that includes as particular instances the stored electric energy in RC circuits, Kullback-Leiber's information divergence between two probability measures, and Gibbs free energy in chemical reaction networks. On that basis we establish a general gradient formalism that allows to represent linear symmetric consensus dynamics as a gradient descent dynamics of any additive convex Lyapunov function, for a suitable choice of local scalar product. This result generalizes the well-known Euclidean gradient structures of consensus to general Riemannian ones. We also find natural non-linear consensus dynamics differing only from linearity by a different Riemannian structure, sharing a same Lyapunov function. We also see how information-theoretic Lyapunov functions, common in Markov chain theory, generate linear consensus through an appropriate gradient descent. From this unified perspective we hope to open avenues for the study of convergence for linear and non-linear consensus alike.
Introduction
The linear consensus algorithm, cf., e.g., [1] and [2] for an overview and further references, is a generic element in network systems theory, where it appears as an essential building block at the heart of diverse network applications in system modelling, design, but also in methods for system analysis. In proving stability, quadratic Lyapunov functions are a prominent choice, that additionally provide appealing interpretations as vanishing disagreement within a network of interacting agents. As noted in [3] , the particular type of functions that yield a basis to construct possible Lyapunov functions, "may point towards generalizations of the present theory [of linear consensus systems] to more complex coordination models, possibly involving non-linear [...] dynamics". In this context, note that quadratic Lyapunov functions underlie the particular hypothesis that (internal) dissipation processes are linear, cf., e.g., [4] , thus making it interesting which types of functions, other than quadratic ones, do also yield Lyapunov inequalities. Gradient approaches to stability analysis play a particular role, as a Lyapunov function that is also a potential for the system (in the sense that the dynamics can be written as a gradient descent of the Lyapunov function) determines, besides the qualitative (asymptotic) behaviour, also the quantitative behaviour. Here, we are interested in characterizing the set of functions that are Lyapunov functions for irreducible consensus systems, under the hypothesis that Lyapunov function candidates are additive -a natural requirement for network systems, cf., e.g., [5] . For symmetric consensus systems we seek to characterize conditions that render an additive Lyapunov function a potential, in which the linear dynamics generates a gradient flow.
Related to this problem is the work [6] , where J.C. Willems shows that convexity is a sufficient condition for an additive function to be a Lyapunov function for a diagonally dominant linear system. The commonly known gradient structure for symmetric consensus systems in the Laplacian potential, also-called the group disagreement, is for instance explained in [7] . In the work [8] , A. van der Schaft shows that the gradient dynamics in the group disagreement can equivalently be seen as gradient dynamics in the well-known sum-of-squares Lyapunov function, also called the collective disagreement, see [2] .
The main contributions of this work are as follows: We give a necessary and sufficient characterization of a weighted additive function to be a (strict) Lyapunov function for irreducible consensus systems. The Euclidean gradient flow structure with potential the collective disagreement is generalized to Riemannian gradient dynamics in additive strictly convex potentials. We provide a novel output feedback representation of LTI symmetric consensus dynamics, that coincides with a non-linear port-Hamiltonian realization, in which a non-linear controller, given by a state dependent Laplace matrix, interacts with a non-linear integrator system. The disagreement measures introduced in [7] and [2] are generalized to disagreement functions in which convexity is instrumental. We provide a non-linear circuits context that seems to be novel to linear consensus theory, where the Lyapunov function of a consensus system is interpreted as the energy stored in a nonlinear capacitance, while the Riemannian geometry of the state space is encoded into the behaviour of non-linear resistances. For a suitable choice of geometry, these non-linearities cancel out and create a linear consensus dynamics for the voltages at different nodes of the circuit. If we decouple the geometry from the energy function, we are able to explore a variety of non-linear consensus dynamics, as we exemplify on a thermodynamic example.
Preliminaries

Gradient systems
Gradient descent systems, or gradient flows, are dynamical systems whose trajectories follow the steepest descent of a scalar potential function V. In Euclidean space with the usual scalar product this is expressed by the familiar equationẋ
where x ∈ M ⊂ R n . In state coordinates where the scalar product is described by a positive definite and symmetric matrix G as x, y = x · Gy, this equation takes the more general forṁ
This is swiftly generalized to any Riemannian manifold, which is a smooth manifold where the tangent space T x M at every point x ∈ M is endowed with a scalar product, that varies smoothly in x. In some system of coordinates for the manifold, this scalar product is determined by a variable, positive definite and symmetric matrix G(x), and gradient flows are naturally represented byẋ
see for instance [9] . In this paper we are interested in the following general inverse problem:
Inverse Problem. Given differentiable dynamicsẋ = f (x) with Lyapunov function V, find a Riemannian structure defined by G −1 (·) for which the dynamics is a gradient descent of V, i.e., f (x) = −G −1 (x)∇V(x).
As we shall see, the state equations of consensus systems do not uniquely characterize a gradient structure, so that the Inverse Problem has several solutions in general. We find a specific solution that respects the network topology, i.e., G −1 and L share the same zero/nonzero pattern.
Consensus systems
A linear time-invariant (LTI) consensus system is defined by the dynamics in vector and component forṁ
where L is a positive semi-definite graph Laplace matrix. Let G = (N, E, w) be a weighted directed graph with N = {1, . . . , n} the set of nodes, E ⊆ N × N, the set of edges, with elements ordered pairs (i, j) ∈ E, and with weighting function w : E → R >0 that assigns to each directed edge (i, j) ∈ E a coupling strength given by a positive number w i j . Then, the graph Laplace matrix is defined as
The dynamical system generated by dynamics (4) has flow map
which is a stochastic matrix, [6, 2, 10] , i.e., satisfying
Eigenvectors of L and P (t) for any t > 0 are identical, cf., e.g., [2] . In particular, the vector of ones, 1, occurs to be a right eigenvector associated to λ 1 (L) = 0, the eigenvalue of smallest modulus of L, respectively of λ 1 (P) = 1, the eigenvalue of maximum modulus of the transfer matrix. Let q ∈ R n ≥0 denote the associated left eigenvector. Then,
We normalize q such that ||q|| 1 = 1; then, q is called Perron vector of P (t) . A graph G is said to be strongly connected if rank(L) = n − 1. In this case, P (t) for any t > 0 is an irreducible matrix, so that from Perron-Frobenius theory for non-negative matrices, cf., e.g., [11] ch. 8, it is known that q i > 0, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. A consensus system is said to be average preserving if in addition to row sums also column elements of the Laplacian matrix (the transfer matrix) sum to zero (one). In this case the Perron vector is given as q = 1 n 1. A consensus system is said to be symmetric if
From ker(L) = {c1, c ∈ R} it follows translation invariance of dynamics by constant vectors, i.e., Lx = L(x + c1), for any c ∈ R. Due to q ⊤ P (t) = q ⊤ , the weighted average
i.e., it remains invariant along trajectories of a consensus system, so that an initialization of (4) with x(t = 0) = x 0 defines the asymptotically reached agreement value a(x 0 ) := q ⊤ x 0 , i.e., lim t→∞
1. Due to these invariance properties, without loss of generality, we may set as configuration space for irreducible consensus systems the n − 1 dimensional simplex
which contains all positive trajectories of final consensus value α. In (10), the parameter α can be chosen freely from R >0 , because the LTI dynamics is homogeneous, i.e., |cLx| = c|Lx|, c ∈ R >0 , so that (dynamical) system properties are the same for every value α. The peculiarities of a specific application may however motivate to choose a particular value for α. The motivation for focusing on the simplex as a configuration space comes from the following example.
Example 1 (Markov chains & consensus system configurations)
. Choosing for instance a scaling constant c = a(x 0 ) −1 /n, yields for balanced consensus systems the configuration space
: i∈N x i = 1}, which is the set of positive discrete probability vectors; the associated equilibrium state 1 n 1 then corresponds to the invariant probability distribution, cf., e.g., [12] .
Three Lyapunov functions & Disagreement
The Laplacian potential is defined as
and it specifies the group disagreement Ψ L (x) := 2V L (x). Both functions are well known Lyapunov functions for symmetric consensus systems [7, 2] . With (11) as Lyapunov function, the symmetric dynamics (4) can be written aṡ
in which we recognize a gradient flow on the Euclidean space R n with the canonical scalar product, where
Another common Lyapunov function for average preserving systems is simply the square distance to consensus, for the canonical two-norm, leading to the sum-of-squares function
which is also called the collective disagreement [2] . If the consensus dynamics is symmetric, thenẋ = −Lx does not represent a gradient flow of (13) for the usual canonical scalar product. However, it is a gradient dynamics for the scalar product determined by G −1 = L: With ∇V SoS (x) = x − a(x)1 we can writė
as a(x)1 ∈ ker(L). This is an instance where G −1 = L is not positive definite, but semi-definite, yet the matrix determines a positive definite inner product ∇V SoS (x) · L∇V SoS (x) for all x ∈ M, because ∇V SoS (x) ∈ ker(L) if and only if x ∈ ker(L), i.e., if and only if the consensus system has reached the equilibrium point.
The sum-of-squares potential is in close relation with the Laplacian potential and group disagreement, as for symmetric consensus systems the latter occurs to be the dissipation rate of the former: Differentiating w.r.t. time yieldsV
A third Lyapunov function arises as an interpretation of the average preserving consensus equation as the evolution of a probability distribution x in the simplex M(α = 1/n) = {x ∈ R n >0 : i∈N x i = 1}, if x i is the probability of presence of a continuous-time Markovian random walker on node i ∈ N, as transition rates on the network are described by the entries of −L, see, e.g., [13] with [14] n −1 , i.e., the relative entropy of the discrete probability distribution x w.r.t 1 n 1. Of course, D(x|| 1 n 1) is also a Lyapunov function for average preserving consensus systems, as for instance demonstrated in [6] , and as the term "divergence" suggests, it is also a (collective) disagreement measure.
Just as the sum-of-squares Lyapunov function, also the Kullback-Leibler divergence is additive. In the following section we first characterize a class of additively structured Lyapunov functions that are strict, i.e., they decrease strictly along trajectories and cease to decrease only at the fixed point. For this class, we shall solve the Inverse Problem.
Additive Lyapunov functions & Gradient structures
Lyapunov inequalities: Convexity & Relative measures
Let I ⊂ R be an interval. A function f : I → R is said to be convex (concave) if for all x ∈ I n , and positive real numbers a 1 , . . . , a n , such that
Strict inequality yields strict convexity (concavity) of f . Proof. A strict Lyapunov function satisfies the strict inequality V(x(t)) < V(x(0)) along trajectories for any 0 < t < ∞, (except one starts at the equilibrium point). This is true if H is strictly convex, because then,
Inequality in (18) follows from (Jensen), and
= 1, for any t > 0 by construction, see (6) with (7). Conversely, because V(x(0)) can equivalently be written as the right hand side of the inequality (18) , and V(x(t)) as the left hand side of (18), the strict inequality (18) must be true for V(·) to be a strict Lyapunov function. Suppose H is concave on a small interval I ⊂ R >0 \ {a1}, a ∈ R, choose x(0) ∈ I n , and t > 0 such that x(t) ∈ I n , as well. Then, on the small interval I n , the function V increases due to (Jensen), which is a contradiction to Lyapunov stability. Suppose H is linear on I, i.e., both convex and concave. Then, (18) yields equality by definition of convexity/concavity via (Jensen), and V cannot be a strict Lyapunov function. Thus, H must be strictly convex, which therefore is a necessary and sufficient property .
If H is strictly concave, then V(x) = −β n i=1 q i H(cx i ) is a Lyapunov function. The specific structure that we impose on an additive Lyapunov function with V i (x i ) = βq i H(cx i ), i ∈ N, implies that, locally, the Lyapunov function may appear distinct in terms of the local constants q i , but a possible non-linearity in the state arising in the specification of the global system quantity V(x) is identical at all nodes i ∈ N. The positive scalars β and c characterize system-wide parameters.
Example 2 (Electric energy in RC circuits). Consider a passive LTI electric network of n grounded identical capacitances C whose non-grounded plates are related through a resistance network. The grounded plates are assumed to be at voltage v ref . Each capacitance, of charge q i , injects a current I i = −q i into a node of the resistance network. Let M be the signed node-to-edge incidence matrix, with every of the m rows containing a +1 and a −1 encoding the extremities of the edge in the resistance network and the conventional sense of current along that edge. Then the Kirchhoff Current Law, Ohm's Law and Kirchhoff Voltage Law combine classically into I = −M ⊤ WMx, where x i is the potential (voltage) at node i, and W is the |E|-by-|E| diagonal matrix of conductances. The matrix M ⊤ WM is none but the symmetric Laplacian matrix L of the resistance network with conductances as edge weights, called Kirchhoff matrix in this context. From the capacitance's constitutive law, we also know I i = Cẋ i , leading to a global consensus equation,ẋ = −C −1 Lx. The total energy in the circuit is additive and takes the form
The dynamics is therefore a gradient descent of the stored electric energy, which satisfies the form (16) with β = nC, the total system capacitance, q = 2 . The asymptotically reached consensus therefore corresponds to an equalisation of nodal voltage potentials at capacitors, so that no currents flow across the resistors, and stored electric energy reaches a minimum.
Given an irreducible consensus system with initial condition x 0 in the positive orthant, one may scale the linear dynamics from state x(t) to normalized state ρ(t) =
x(t)
a , that we shall call the density of state x(t). The density evolves in configuration space M(α = 1), with final consensus value n i=1 q i ρ i (t) = 1, for all times t ≥ 0.
Define the vector p := (q 1 ρ 1 , · · · , q n ρ n ) ⊤ . Then, p is a probability mass vector with components p i ∈ (0, 1) representing a measure of the probability that a random walker on the graph G, with transition rates given by the entries of −L, is present at node i ∈ N, following the equationṗ ⊤ = −p ⊤ L. Those probabilities converge to the stationary probability mass (Perron) vector q. The components ρ i = p i /q i , represent a probability density function of p with respect to the stationary probability of presence q, providing another intepretation for ρ.
The strict Lyapunov function (16) in Theorem 1, if we choose c = a −1 (x(t)), may be expressed as
Example 3 (Kullback-Leibler divergence). The function H Ent (x) := x log x is a convex function on R >0 . For an irreducible consensus system, the choice β = 1 and c = a −1 (x 0 ) yields, with ρ = cx the strict Lyapunov function
This is the Kullback-Leibler divergence introduced in section 2.3 for balanced consensus systems, which here is a Lyapunov function for the larger class of irreducible consensus systems. When the system reaches consensus, then the relative measure is uniform, i.e., ρ = 1, as an irreducible Markov chain converges to lim t→∞ p(t) = q. [15] . The chemical potentials admit as a Lyapunov function Gibbs free energy, defined as, e.g., in [15] ,
Example 4 (Gibbs free energy
The function (22) has a Kullback-Leibler form as (21) with an added linear term. In important classes of reaction networks the sum of species concentrations remains constant, cf., e.g., [16] , and this allows us to bring (22) to the form ( 
Asymptotically, a reaction network as consensus seeking system equalizes chemical potential differences, which is achieved when m(t) = m ref , i.e., when the vector of relative measures ρ is uniform, i.e., lim t→∞ ρ(t) = lim t→∞ 1 a x(t) = 1, so that Gibbs free energy attains a minimum. (20) is known in information theory as f -divergences from a probability distribution p to another distribution q, see, e.g., [17] .
Remark 1 (Csiszár's f -divergence). The class of functions
Gradient flow in additive potentials
Let I ⊂ R be an interval, f : I → R be an increasing continuous function and define the ratio given by divided differences at non-identical points x, y ∈ I,
Proposition 1. The function K f (·, ·) is positive and symmetric in both arguments, i.e., for all non-identical x, y
Proof. Follows by definition of K f (·, ·) with properties of the function f .
Next, given an undirected n-node graph G, with symmetric graph Laplace matrix L = [l i j ], a vector y ∈ R n , and an increasing C 1 -function f : R → R, we define the matrix K f (y) having components
The matrix K f (y) represents a symmetric, state-dependent matrix with Laplacian form associated to G, so that it has the same sparsity structure as the usual Laplacian L.
With the following theorem, the main result of this paper, we solve the Inverse Problem: Given a symmetric LTI consensus system and an additive Lyapunov function V(x) as in Theorem 1, we construct a symmetric matrix function G −1 (x), that has the sparsity structure imposed by G, and that allows to formulate the LTI consensus dynamics as a Riemannian gradient dynamics driven by ∇V(x).
Theorem 2 (Gradient flow formula). Consider an irreducible symmetric LTI consensus system,
Set the density ρ = 
is a strict Lyapunov function for Σ. Then, the consensus dynamics generates a gradient flow of V(x), so thaṫ
where
with K ∇ ρ H (ρ) as defined in (25).
That is, solutions on M(α) represent a gradient descent flow of V on the set M(α) equipped with a Riemannian structure defined by scalar products via the matrix function G −1 (·).
Proof. By the chain rule,
Prop.
(1)
(29),(30)
The matrix (29) is symmetric, because l i j = l ji by hypothesis and K ∇ ρ H (·, ·) is symmetric in both arguments, see Proposition 1. As H is strictly convex, ∇ ρ H is increasing, so that by Proposition 1, the function K ∇ ρ H (·, ·) is positive for non-identical arguments. Due to the Laplacian structure, G −1 (·) defines a positive definite bilinear on T *
x M, the set of Lyapunov function gradients, for all x ∈ M, (as required for a gradient flow), because ker(G −1 (·)) = {c1, c ∈ R}, so that it vanishes only at the equilibrium state. The limit
exists, because H is twice differentiable and the second derivative is positive and finite, whenever ∇ ρ H is increasing, so that (36) is positive and finite, too. Eventually, G −1 (·) is smoothly varying on M, so that (28) indeed represents Riemannian gradient dynamics.
The inverse matrix function, G −1 (·), appears natural in characterizing gradient structures in consensus systems, rather than G(·) itself, because it inherits the sparsity structure imposed by the interconnection structure E of the graph
G.
Notice that strict convexity of H is equivalent to ∂ 2 H(x)/∂x 2 > 0, so that the reciprocal of the scalar curvature of H is also positive. The divided difference components of G −1 approximate the reciprocal of the curvature of H, compare to (36), so that this choice makes implicitly use of the strict convexity property of the chosen potential, in guaranteeing positive semi-definiteness by construction.
Discussion of non-Euclidean gradient flows
A circuits perspective & Disagreement measures
The matrix G −1 , as defined in (29), admits a particular factorization: Let M denote the |E| × |N| node to edge signed incidence matrix of G, define the edge index e = (i, j) ∈ E = {1, 2, . . . , |E|}, and the |E| × |E| diagonal matrix having [G −1 ] i j -components on the main diagonal,
where we keep f an arbitrary strictly increasing function for the moment. Then, we can write G −1 (x) = M ⊤ W f (ρ)M, so that the linear consensus gradient dynamics (28) becomeṡ
In the context of circuit theory this factorization is known to result from Kirchhoff's current and voltage law together with Ohm's law, where the matrix G −1 is also known as Kirchhoff matrix -a static representation of a resistor network. In this case, equation (38) describes the autonomous dynamics of an initially charged passive circuit system, as in Example 2.
Referring to Figure 1 , the general analogue of Kirchhoff's and Ohm's law find expression in
cf., e.g., [18] ch. 2. The standard Kirchhoff matrix known from LTI passive circuits is a constant-coefficient graph Laplace matrix. This case is recovered by taking a sum-of-squares Lyapunov function as potential, so that the closed loop dynamics is that of a LTI RC circuit: For instance, when we consider n unit-capacitors, the state is a voltage given by x = v = ∇V elec (v) = y N , with V elec (v) = What is new here in our general gradient framework, is that when we do not restrict to sum-of-squares potential functions. Ohm's law, as well as the input-output constitutive relation for capacitor nodes, y N = ∇V( (29), do the non-linearities in the state to output functions at nodes and in the resistors interconnecting nodes cancel each other. Otherwise the closed loop dynamics determines a non-linear diffusion: Set ∇ ρ H(ρ) = h(ρ), and using symmetry of K f in both arguments, we obtain dynamicṡ
, for increasing h, and with L h f (x) a state-dependent Laplacian parametrized by increasing functions f and h. (An example for this non-linear diffusion dynamics is given in the following section).
We see any additive strict Lyapunov function V(x) as in Theorem 1 with c = a(x 0 ) −1 as a generalization of the sum-of-squares collective disagreement. For symmetric consensus systems, we introduce the associated general class of group disagreements as dissipation rate of collective disagreements, generalizing again from the sum-of-squares case:
In the RC circuit metaphor, the group disagreement as dissipation rateV elec (x) = −Ψ L (v) = v ⊤ Lv has the interpretation of the rate of heat transfer from the quadratic electric energy held in states localized at nodes to the environment across edges as resistors. In analogy to the sum-of-squares energy example the group disagreements Ψ V (x) in (43), viewed from a circuits perspective, represent a rate of heat production across edges as non-linear resistors. For symmetric consensus (gradient) systems this group disagreement is a Lyapunov function itself.
In the remaining part we shall detail this non-linear circuits viewpoint using Gibbs free energy as additive potential.
Remark 2. The realization of a linear consensus system as output feedback structure as depicted in Figure 1 is a generalization of the known state feedback structure and the linear port-Hamiltonian view on symmetric consensus dynamics [8] .
Free energy & Kullback-Leibler gradient dynamics
Let us apply Theorems 1 and 2 to a symmetric consensus system to obtain a gradient flow of Gibbs free energy as potential function. 
is a strict Lyapunov function and the consensus dynamics generate a gradient flow in the additive potential V Gibbs (x) with G −1
Gibbs -matrix having non-zero components for
That is, the shape of the Riemannian manifold is specified by the functions K log (ρ i , ρ j ) as defined in ( . For all i ∈ N, we have
which is an increasing function so that the weights (46) are positive definite. Substitution into the ratio K ∇ ρ H Gibbs as defined in (24), yields the G
−1
Gibbs components, by definition (29) In the circuits metaphor, the gradient of Gibbs free energy as output at a node i ∈ N, y N,i = ∇ ρ H Gibbs (ρ i ) = log ρ i , represent the (non-linear) chemical potential at node i, just as a capacitor voltage in the RC-circuit case is a nodal (voltage) potential for sum-of-squares energy, compare to Examples 4 & 2. When we do not choose the Ohm-type law associated to y N,i = ∇ ρ H Gibbs (ρ i ) across edges (as assumed in Theorem 2), but rather the geometry G −1 = L, then we obtain the non-linear equalizing (diffusion) dynamics for chemical potentials, 
following Theorem 2. The components K log (·, ·) in (45) and (48) represent the logarithmic mean of its arguments, cf., e.g, [19] . The logarithmic mean yields interesting perspectives to explore convergence bounds for non-linear diffusion such as in (47) in terms of arithmetic and geometric mean inequalities.
Conclusion
We presented a generalization of known disagreement measures and gradient structures in linear consensus systems where convexity is instrumental and replaces quadratic measures. As a particular case, we introduced relative entropy (free energy) as collective disagreement and associated group disagreement. While non-quadratic quantities are hardly explored in standard linear consensus theory, they are elementary and at the basis of powerful tools in the study of Markov chains, in estimation theory, and statistical physics. Viewing linear consensus systems from these perspectives offers fruitful research directions.
